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MARINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP
ACTIVITIES REPORT II

TO:	 Hilderbrand ; Neal ; Panshin ; Wick 	 11 July 1975

FROM Bruce De Young

SUBJ: Internship with CREST/MAP

During the last two weeks of my internship I have devoted a large portion

of my time evaluating various information storage and retrieval systems which

would respond to the current and future needs of CREST. At this point it would

appear that an "Edge-Notched Punch Card" system (to be explained in greater de-

tail after I have the system functioning) would appear to fulfill our requirements.

Its strength lies within the rapid retrieval of information at a nominal cost

with little need of library support staff.

The last two weeks have also been chocked full of citizens advisory committee

meetings. Due to the diverse backgrounds of the individuals present, the meetings

have thus far been emotionally charged and frustration has abounded. The "golden

rule" for the input of scientific type technical information to the groups in any

meaningful way is TIMELINESS, not quantity. One "good" thought at an apropos moment

seems to have more positive impact than strings of information randomly interdis-

persed throughout the meeting.

With regard to time spent working with non-CREST extension activities, the last

couple of weeks have been quite interesting. Apart from taking part in routine MAP

office duties, I have worked with Jim (Bergeron) on the fishing boat acoustical

project which is underway, and assisted with the introduction of a Fishermens Wives

organization to our area. Being housed with the Extension Service I am also learning

a bit about the programs of the other agents, and assisting in disseminating inform-

ation about beekeeping, stain removal, etc. What was the disease that occurs when

the farm dog wanders into the cow barn, Dan?
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MARINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP

ACTIVITIES REPORT III

TO: Hilderbrand, Neal, Panshin, Wick	 July 28, 1975

FROM: Bruce De Young

SUBJECT: Internship with CREST/MAP

Having arrived at a decision concerning the type of information storage and

retrieval system which will be employed by CREST, I am now beginning the task of

. cataloguing those publications which have already been acquired. At the present

time there are approximately 100 publications dealing with the estuary in the CREST

office, but it is expected that we will face a "paper explosion" in the near

future as various agencies send materials from their respective libraries.

The last couple of weeks have offered ample opportunity for attending in-

teresting meetings. I was able to accompany John Perry to a meeting concerning

the disposal of dredge spoil on the "Washington side," which was held at the Port

of Longview on July 17. It was resolved that the various resource agencies meet

separately with each Washington county to resolve the issue. On July 22, I was able

to take in .an excellent workshop on "Environmental Planning for Small Coastal

Communities" by Jim Pease and Herb Schlicker (arranged by Bill Rompa). Lastly, through

of efforts of many I was able to attend a most interesting workshop concerning the

role of the Extension Service in coastal zone planning efforts currently underway by

LCDC.

With regard to work done in extension activities, the pace in Clatsop County

seems to be picking up as the summer progresses! Last week I had a most enjoyable

experience helping to teach marine science to a group of campers from Camp Kawalalog,

which has recently been turned over to Clatsop County for summer educational/camping

programs. Although some of the kids (ages 9-14) had been tidepooling in the past, many

had not and responded enthusiastically to the opportunity to do so! Another group which

is gaining momentum is the Fishermen's (persons?) Wives, who are now planning to have a

booth at the county fair dealing with the fishing industry. Lastly, Jim and I are "full

steam ahead"on a slide show project dealing.with the estuary for CREST.



MARINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP

ACTIVITIES REPORT IV

August 11, 1975

TO:	 Hilderbrand, Neal, Panshin, Wick,

FROM:	 Bruce De Young

SUBJECT:	 Internship with CREST/MAP

The last couple of weeks have been among the busiest which I have
spent with CREST as an intern. A contributing factor to the upswing in

activity was a recent directive from the CREST Council (local member govern-

mental entities of CREST) to the staff asking for an assessment of poten-
tial impacts which could be expected from the storage of idle oil tankers

off Tongue Point. The area which is locally referred to as the "Old Fleet
Reserve Site", had until recent years been employed for that purpose.

Recently the Port of Astoria made inquiries to the State Land Board re-

garding the leasing of the site, and received a negative response due to
question of adverse environmental impact upon Lewis and Clark Wildlife

Refuge. (See enclosure if interested in details of issue.)

Another issue which is also rapidly gaining momentum is that of fill-
ing west of Port of Astoria Pier 3. The Port would like to expand its'
facilities to the west, but has repeatedly been turned down on grounds of
adverse impact by various agencies. CREST has been asked to take an act-
ive role in the issue by the Port of Astoria. To that end a meeting has
been set for August 27, at OSU to discuss resource baseline work needed

by CREST for establishment of policy on the subject of Dredging and Fill-

Ang.

My time spent in extension activities over the last couple weeks has

also been active. It is "County Fair Time" in Clatsop County, and with it
has come the annual frenzy which hits the Extension Office. I have helped
Jim in his efforts to provide the Fishermens Wives with materials needed
for their booth at the Fair.

I also had an opportunity to talk about marine science with a group of
kids (ages 13 - 18) who are working for the County Highway Department this

summer. Sharks are now THE TOPIC for marine science rap sessions!



MARINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP

ACTIVITIES REPORT V

August 25, 1975

TO: Hilderbrand, Neal, Panshin, Wick

FROM: Bruce De Young

SUBJECT: Internship with CREST/MAP

Greetings from misty Astoria! This past weekend the damp weather which
has been plaguing the area for the summer, "broke" for the Astoria Regatta
(unheard of!) weekend. The people "came out" as the sun did its thing for
the festivities at hand.

During the last two weeks I have spent with CREST, variety has been the
by-word. I assisted John Perry in putting together a paper describing the
impacts which could be expected from the storage of tankers between Lois and
Mott Islands in the estuary.

I have also been working closely with Bill Rompa on an educational publication
which will call attention to the estuary as a natural system and the role CREST
will play in this area. I also had an opportunity to accompany Bill to a
meeting of the Economic Development Commission, which appears to be in its
way to becoming an asset to the community.

Last week Roger Snook, Jim and I were able to make contact with various
'people who will be participating in the liferaft experiments being conducted in
the Columbia River, 25-29 August 1975. It appears that "all is go" if the
weather holds out!

Finally, last Thursday night was spend with a gillnetter on the Columbia
River. It was quite an experience, not only from the stand point of watching
his method of operation, but also talking "one on one" with a man close to a
major problem we are all familiar with.



MARINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP

ACTIVITIES REPORT VI

September 9, 1975

TO: Hilderbrand, Neal, Panshin, Wick

FROM: Bruce De Young

SUBJECT: Internship with CREST/MAP

This is the "final edition" of my reports on internship activities for
this summer as this Friday, September 12, will be my last day in Clatsop County.

The last two weeks have been filled with various CREST committee and
advisory group meetings which have led to the adoption of the CREST work program
barring the "budget" portion of it. The financial projections for the CREST
planning effort is going to be reworked and submitted again to the full coun-

cil in two weeks.

Governor Straub visited Clatsop County for a town hall meeting and tour
of the local area last week. CREST/Extension provided a means for the gover-
nor to visit various "sites of interest" of the Columbia River Estuary. During
the course of his visit, the governor announced that negotiations are being
conducted to induce location of an offshore oil rig construction company
(1200 jobs) in the area of Warrenton, Oregon.

Last week in the midst of an influx in tourists to the area, I was invited
to appear on a morning radio talk show with Jim Bergeron. Jim took the
opportunity to explain the role of MAP in Clatsop County, and I described the
work of CREST/MRM program. Surprisingly enough, a few people who had been
traveling through the area with radios on visited the CREST office shortly
thereafter asking for pamphlets!

I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank each of you for
your support of my internship this summer. Whether it has been in the form

of verbal encouragement or academic/budgetary management, the time which you
have invested in this venture is appreciated.

The internship experience with CREST and Extension (MAP & CRD) in Clatsop
County has proven well worth the time and effort on my part. Not only was I
given the opportunity to apply past knowledge and experience to the current
problems/situations of the coast; but have also gained insight into the type
of position within the field of Marine Resource Management which I will be
searching for in the future!



MARINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN A COASTAL COMMUNITY

1. Internship in a coastal community provides insight of general nature into
various aspects of life along a coast for those who have not "grown-up" in the

environment.
*Some aspects of coastal living may not appeal to various individuals(such
as the weather)who have not lived in coastal regions previously to the intern

ship.

2. Internship provides opportunity for one to become familiar with customs and

attitudes of - people living in a coastal area.
*Through an understanding of the values of a coastal populace, one may more

easily project social reaction to administrative decisions.

3. By living in a coastal region rather than commuting on occasion into it, one
has, exposure to the comprehensive problems and concerns of the populace.

*Since environmental, social, and economic issues are often interrelated
to one another, the alteration of one aspect usually has impact upon the

others. Internships allow insight into the "across-the-board" ramifications
resulting from administrative actions.

4. By living and working near marine resource user groups, a broader understand-
ing of their mode of operation and impact, upon the marine environment may be noted.

*Insight may be gained in such marine sectors as fisheries, canneries, boat

building, ports/marine commerce, recreational groups, and various other indus-
tries located within the coast but impacting upon the marine environment.

5. Internship in the coastal zone affords one the opportunity to partake of
marine recreation on "a continuing basis.

*This points out not only the various opportunities for marine recreation,

but also problems and concerns confronting user groups.

6. Living in a coastal region allows interns to become more familiar with marine

resources in general.
*Through professional and/or informal interaction with coastal people, one
may enlarge upon academic knowledge pertaining to marine resources and various

aspects thereof.

7. An internship within a coastal community brings multiple-use resource problems

into clearer perspective for future confrontation by the student.
*Problems such as commercial vs. recreational fisheries will be present in
many geographic areas for many years to come. Exposure to various aspects of
the situation will improve the approach and understanding of the intern with
regard to future confrontations with the conflict.

8. By living and working in a coastal region, one has the opportunity to make
personnal contacts which will become valuable information sources in future years.

*This will be beneficial in not only remaining university academic work, but

also future professional (and job hunting) time periods.



9. By interning within the coastal zone, one may become familiar with various
individuals representing state and federal agencies in the region.

*These become valuable future contacts for questions concerning the resource
agency and activities persued by it.

10. Participation in an internship taking place within the coastal zone allows
exposure to interrelationships between governmental agencies, and the coastal 	 -

populace.
*This further refines an intern's understanding of the roles of the agencies,

and the manner in which they interact with people living in the coastal zone.

11. By living in a coastal community one has more opportunity to attend meetings
of various citizen groups of the area which impact upon the utilization of marine

resources.
*Through attendance of various citizen group meetings the intern may gain
further insight into the forces which are present in coastal zone management
considerations.

12. Internship in a coastal community also affords opportunity to attend meetings
of various governmental entities having jurisdiction within the coastal region.

*This leads to a clearer understanding of the various functions of county,
city, port, and regional bodies making decisions regarding coastal resources.



GENERAL CRITIQUE OF VARIOUS INTERNSHIP CHARACTERISTICS'

	

1.	 An internship should be viewed as an investment of time which will return
dividends in the form of increased professional knowledge and/or expanded financial

potential.

	

2.	 Internships are to primarily develop an individual's proefssional competency

rather than short term financial status.

	

3.	 When a sponsoring agency pays for a significant portion of the intern's salary,
it tends to display more interest in the activities of the intern. In addition,
this practice is most often associated with the delegation of responsibility.

	

4.	 An intern's pay should be great enough to cover internship expenses incurred

and a significant portion of the upcoming academic expenses.

	

5.	 The pay of an intern should be small enough so as not to overshadow po-
tential educational experiences which will become available. The hazard of a
large salary is the imposition of "make work" activities by the sponsoring agency

to justify payment of the salary.

	

6.	 Internships should be viewed as a full time activity (includes lunch hours/

coffee breaks/evenings/weekends). Opportunities for experience do not fall ex-

clusively between the hours of 8 am and 5 pm.

	

7.	 Opportunities for experience rarely seek out interns. If one is interested

in expanding marine experience, initiative must take place.

	

8.	 Attendance at various community meetings is an invaluable device for
initiating the intern to various social, political and economic forces which

impact upon coastal and marine resource management.

	

9.	 If an internship is to be effective, university staff provisions must . be

made for the organization, administration, and supervision of the program. It
is valuable for university staff to visit the site (sponsoring agency) of the in-

ternship, since:
a) It provides opportunity for university staff members to ascertain

the status of the educational experiences of the intern

b) Shows tangible university concern for the welfare of the intern to

the supervisor of the sponsoring agency.

c) Allows university staff exposure to local issues and problems. This

contributes to the professional growth of staff, and affords an opportunity for

reality-based university instruction.

10. An internship should not be task oriented. That is, it should not be thought

of as a way in which a sponsoring agency can (under the guise of internship) have
a needed chore accomplished to the exclusion of educational experiences.

11. Before an internship commences, the sponsoring agency must be aware that the
intern is participating in an educational experience. As such, he should be allowed

to attend various meetings which have obvious educational significance.



12. Internship allows the intern to participate in professional activities

and responsibilities under the guidance of a professional practicing in the
subject area.

13. Internship affords an opportunity for the intern to interpret professional
(academic) theory in light of experiences undergone "in the field." Insights into
the relationship existing between theory and practice are thereby gained.

14. An intern has an opportunity to absorb many experiences/lessons gained
through long time periods of professional practice--in a relatively short time.

15. Internship leads to "self - knowledge". It allows refinement of career objec-
tives and professional goals for the individual.

16. Participating in an internship allows assessment of past academic preparation

in light of current professional experience , thereby expediting adjustments.

17. Internships are most effective for the individual when they take place during
a time in which academic programs may be "revamped" to more suitably reflect pro-

fessional needs and individual interests.

18. Mere familiarity with factual academic materials does not assure a successful

professional career. Internships provide insight into various intangible factors
related to the application of academic learning to"everyday problems" confronting

society-at-large.

19. Internships should include exposure to all phases of the sponsoring agency's
activities. This would include such items as budgetary problems and office admin-
istration.

20. Periodic activity summaries submitted to an academic supervisor not only provide
university knowledge pertaining to the activities of the inten, but also events con-

fronting the local community.

21. A daily log of internship activities is a useful tool for not only the student
intern, but also the academic supervisor. It can "map" out areas unexplored by the
intern by noting activities which have already been participated in during the course
of the internship. Hopefully, the intern will thereby be able to guide upcoming educa-

tional experiences by past events.



AREAS NEEDING ATTENTION AS NOTED BY INTERNSHIP

1. Media Communications

Although undergraduate work supplies a framework for the presentation

of oral speeches to groups, mass media techniques are generally overlooked.

The effective utilization of media techniques is important for "selling" or

"educating" the public on matters regarding marine.

2. Political Process/ Natural Resource Decisions

All decisions which are to be made on issues pertaining to marine

resource management are made in a political environment. A better under-

standing of the political influences and processes is needed.

.'Individual/ Group Dynamics

Management of natural resources takes place within a group framework.

Whether it be an advisory group, citizens group, or a small group of indivi-

duals interested in an issue at hand, a knowledge of the sociology and

psychology involved is needed.

4. Fishing Industry

I found that one area which is currently lacking treatment in the MRM

program is the fishing industry. Knowledge pertaining to industrial operations

and government regulations (management) may be gained through academic course

materials when they become available. In lieu of this, students may gain

insight into this important marine sector through shipboard experience in the

differing fisheries.

5. Planning

By virtue of working a great deal with an estuary planning organization,

I have learned a great deal of new planning concepts. Since planning is an

on-going process (continues through the management phase), academic insight

for those with no previous exposure would be helpful.



STAFF REPORT

COLUMBIA RIVER ESTUARY STUDY TASK-FORCE

Subject: The lay-up of tankers at the old fleet reserve site near Lois

Island

Date	 : August 12, 1975

Proposal:

Currently, there is a glut of petroleum tankers on the world market.

This situation has occurred for two basic reasons:

1) reduction in the demand for pretrolum -- particularly from the
OPEC countries, and

2) increased unit capacities of new ships, i.e., fewer ships re-
quired to carry a given capacity.

As a result, tankers are being laid up in temporary storage. These laid-

up ships are kept in an operating condition and ready to be placed back in

service. From the operating point of view, it is most desirable to have the

vessels stored along int ernational routes. This has been the situation until

now. However, the most desirable storage areas are now becoming full, and a

need exists :for additional moorage space.

Areas all over the world are being investigated, but 60% of those poten

tial areas have been rejected by marine underwirters -- primarily Lloyd's --

for insurance reasons. Currently, there is over 19 million tons of tanker

capacity in storage and it is estimated that approximately 40 million tons of

tanker capacity will be laid up by the end of this year.

Consequently, inquiries have been made along the West Coast of the United

States for temporary storage (9 to 18) months of these laid-up ships. Typically,

the ships could be described as being in the 60 to 80 thousand ton class, with

approximately 130 ft. heam, 780 ft. length and up to a 25 ft. draft. These

vessels will be in light draft with no cargo oil on board. Appropriate heel
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and trim will be maintained by water ballast in the cargo tanks. In addit-

ion, the vessels will be certified by the United States Coast Guard as gas

free and will be required to meet all federal and state regulations, the same

as a fully operational ship, i. e., no bilge pumping, garbage disposal, etc.

(See attachment A outlining Coast Guard regulations)

These vessels will be manned by foreign nationals. However, a number of

local services will be required such as pilots, tug boats, personal services.

In addition the local economy would be stimulated by visitations of the main

tenance seamen.

Tanker companies indicate a willingness to pay approximately $100 per day

for moorage of the ships. This rental fee would b y, paid to the Division of

State Lands (the agency which manages the State's submerged and submersible

lands) and would be credited to the State Basic School Support Fund. The

State would receive approximately $730,000 per year if 20 ships were moored

at the rate of $100 per day. These ships would also generate substantial ship-

yard repair work which may have even a greater impact on Oregon's economy.

It should be emphasized that, at present, no tanker company is actively

pursuing this matter with the State of Oregon. There is, however, every in-

dication that if approvals could be granted by the appropriate authorities,

there would be little difficulty in finding a suitable company willing to

enter into a lease agreement with the State.

History and Description of the Basin 

The basin lies between the docks at the Tongue Point Naval Station, 11/2

miles to west, and Lois Island, iimediately to the east. (See attachment B)

In 1946 this basin was surveyed, layed out and dredged to a depth of 25 feet.
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Port of Portland

P.O. Box 3529
Portland, OR 97208

Gentlemen:

The lay-up of tankers in U.S. waters has created a. certain degree of

concern throughout the Coast Guard. The Coast Guard's interest is
fourfold in that the , lay-up must be safe, environmentally sound,
does not unduly obstruct navigable waters and in the case of foreign

. flag tankers, is in the national interest. To insure that these
objectives are met, the following requirements are being imposed for

all tankers which intend to lay-up or are presently laid up within
the Captain of the Port, Portland, Oregon, area of jurisdiction.

--These requirements are being imposed nationwide and era not unique
'to this port.

To meet these requirements, the applapplicant is required to submit in
writing a comprehensive proposal for the lay-up of a tanker. This
proposal shall identify the par ;responsible for the vessel in ley-up,
and shall specify in detail, satisfactory to the Captain of the Port,

.plans for the safe and pollution free lay-up. These plans shall
include the following information:

(1) Specific location (anchorage, berth) of lay-up.
(2) Assurance that all cargo tanks, adjacent cofferdams, ballast

tanks, pump rooms, cargo piping systems, and cargo venting arrangements

are thoroughly clean, gas-free, and that they will be maintained
gas-free. Initial gas-free certification shall be made by a qualified
Marine Chemist. Thereafter, the gas-free status shall be checked
weekly by a Marine Chemist for a period of four weeks or until the
condition is stabilized, whichever is longer, after which the intervals

between gas-free certification will be two weeks.

(3) In addition to the evidence of financial responsibility required
by the Federal !Dater Pollution Control Act, suitable liability
insurance for the vessel must be shown.

(4) If the:: laid up vessel is to be placed at anchor, specifications
prepared by a qualified Marine Surveyor as to the size and scope of
chain, number and size of anchors to be used, taking into consideration
the vessel freeboard, depth of water, type of bottom holding ground

and extreme climatic, tidal and current conditions in the area. In

Etc.
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areas of doubtful holding ground, a statement of a Geologist based

on test borings may be required. Safe under-keel clearance must be
.	 .

assured at extreme low tides.
(5) If the laid up vessel is to be moored to a waterfront facility,

that facility and all dolphins and other shoreside mooring fittings, .

and the number, size, arrangement and condition of mooring lines

shall be certified by a qualified Marine Surveyor as safe and capable
of holding the vessel secure, taking into account vessel freeboard,

draft, and extreme climatic, tidal and current conditions in the

area.
(6) Contingency plans for heavy weather.

(7) Contingency plans for fire fighting.
(8) Contingency plens for tugboats.

(9) Contingency plans for emergency evacuation for crews.
.(10) Assurance of compliance with sewage disposal regulations.
: (11) Plans For safe fendering.
(12) Trash and garbage disposal plans.

-. (13) Standard and-emergency communications plans between shore
and ship-keeping crew.
-	 (14) Possession-of current deratization certificate.

(15) Qualifications of ship-keeping crew aboard,

(16) If no live-aboard ship-keeping crew is planned, the applicant
must show that periodic visits-by competent persons are adequate to..

assure safety and continued compliance with U.S. law.

(17) Assurance that prescribed navigation lights and shapes will
be.displayed.

(18). Proposed duration of lay-up.
(19) A statement that the applicant will notify the Coast Guard

Captain of the Port of change in flag or registry, or change in

ownership of the laid up vessel.

The lay-up plan for the vessel must be submitted to this office for
review. The plan will be reviewed and you will be informed of any
additional requirements that may be necessary, before approval is
granted to allow the lay-up berthing -of the vessel.

If you have any questions, please feel free to call the Port Safety
Division at 221-2994. Your c000eration ih this matter is appreciated.

Sincer 1Y,

Copy to:
CCGD13(m)
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The dredged material was used to form the adjacent Lois Island which was

planted with beachgrass soon after formation. Soundings conducted on May

14, 1975 by the Corps of Engineers show that siltation has reduced water

depths in some portions of the basin to 17 feet, but that remarkably

little change has occurred since the 1946 dredging. In fact, using a depth

of 24 feet a parameter, it appears that an area large enough to moor 20 or

more ships currently exists.

Between 1946 and 1965 the basin was used to store out-of-service ships

Liberties, Victories, tankers, merchant and special ships of many varities.

At the peak, there were some 220 ships moored in rows of 35 to 50 ships.

For a portion of that time, many of the ships were used for storing surplus

wheat. Captain George Phebus, Fleet Captain of these out-of-service ships,

described the basin as the finest laid-out and located site for this purpose

• in the United States. He cited the following factors:

1) protection from the winter southeast gail winds by high

banks to the south;

2) protection by Lois and Mott Islands from wave action in

the main channel of the river; and

3) excellent anchorage , provided by the bottom sediments.
(, 417 ( v Lt;

Others have cited the low salinity of the water as an additional attractive

feature.

In 1975 the Lewis and Clark Wildlife Refuge was established. Mott and

Lois Islands, as well as portions of the surrounding waters, were inclyded

in the refuge. The inclusion of these islands has been the subject of some

controversy. The islands were not indicated as part cf the refuge in April

1972 when Clatsop County entered into a refuge use and cooperative agreement
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1/
with the Fish and Wildlife Service (F&WS).	 Nor has there been any sub

sequent agreement between these parties that includes these islands in the

refuge. Nevertheless, late in 1972, the lands were acquired as surplus pro-

perty and added to the refuge.

Prior to this time the Ports of Portland and Astoria had leased the islands

intending to investigate their use for marine-industrial development. The

proximity of Lois and Mott Islands to the deep-water channel and Tongue Point

suggested a large dock and marine-industrial facility.

Denial of Request by the Cascade Steamship Line 

In early spring, x975, the Cascade Steamship Line proposed an agreement

to the Division of State Lands (DSL) whereby out-of-service tankers would be

moored at the old fleet basin. However, because this particular site is with-

in a wildlife refuge, and because the State has granted, through agreement, to

the Federal Fish and Wildlife Service "..a license to use, control and manage

said lands..
n2/

 , the matter was referred to F&WS for their comments.

The matter of which agency has control over these waters seems in dispute.

The DSC construes their agreement with F&WS as giving F&WS ultimate decision-

making power in this matter. The MS, on the other hand, has stated that "any

agreement made with the State over tidelands was secondary to transportation,

navigation, fisheries or commerce and that the Bureau had no authority in those

areas which might be possible conflicts. 3/ F&WS says they want to comment on

such matters, but they feel that this is essentially a State matter.

In any event, the request by Cascade Steamship Line to moor tankers at the

basin was denied by DSL, and the basis sited for denial was a negative comment

by F&WS. The pertinent paragraph in the F&WS comment is quoted below:
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We feel the moorage of up to 50 large oil tankers would present
a potential hazard to refuge wildlife and conflict with intended
refuge uses. Although the ships would be empty, bilge pumping
would likely occur. Ships of this magnitude (up to 1,000 ft.)

are also bound to have an influence on waterfowl distribution
and hunting along the edges of Mott and Lois Islands. Such
moorage would also be detrimental to the esthetics of the ref-

uge.	 These vessels would be an "eye-sore" to boaters and

picnickers using adjacent waters and refuge islands.4/

Subsequent to the DSL denial, the Cascade Staamship Line has abandoned

their efforts to locate in the area and instead, placed approximately 20,

ships in Indonesian waters.

Environmental considerations 

A publication of the Fish and Wildlife service describes the objectives

of the Lewis and Clark Wildlife Refuge as follows:

...(to) preserve and maintain a portion of the River's islands,

estuaries and tidelands now being considered for a variety of uses
which would destroy the estuarine environment. The islands are a
vital link in the marsh habitat chain which provides living en-
vironment for a vast group of migratory birds occurring along the
Pacific Coast. They are a wintering, resting and feeding area for

ducks, geese and swans originating in Alaska. These islands form
the largest remaining natural marsh in western Oregon and consti-
tute a broad ecological unit supporting wildlife in natural habitat.
For an extended period before going to sea, young salmon depend
on food produced in this estuarine area. Development for uses
opposed to the delicate ecological balance of the estuary would

destroy their value for fish, shellfish, and other marine life,
and as a biological system producing human benefits associated
with estuarine environments. These tidelands contribute to
maintaining natural beauty, open space, and aesthetic and cultural

qualities which are important to a habitable environment."

It has been very difficult, given the short study time, to provide an

accurate assessment of the total impact of the proposed activity upon the

environment described above. The Staff, in researching the report, based its

finding upon available information and interviews with persons familiar with

the area. The results were inconclusive in providing a direct link between
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the proposed activity and its expected impact. The findings do suggest,

however, the nature and magnitude of possible environmental risks. They

provide enough information for the decision-maker to assume a "manageable

risk" in support of or in opposition to the project. Following are comments

received from agencies and persons engaged in the study and management of

fish and wildlife.

The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife does not wish to take a

position for or against the proposal, but supplied the following background.

Because of its shallow and protected nature, the area is fairly rich in fish

and wildlife. It is perhaps the most popular white sturgeon fishing spot in

the Astoria area, with an estimated 3,432 angler days/year and a catch of

1575 sturgeon. The sturgeon could be harrassed by the presence and movement

of ships. It is considered to be an important rearing area for juvenile

sturgeons and salmonids.

The area supports a limited commercial cray fish industry. Additional

marine species that have been found in the area are; smelt, shad, flounder,

sole, many seasonal herring, anchovies, perch (several species) and juvenile

salmonids. Eel grass beds occur up into the John Day River, which suggests

that herring spawning could occur. Waterfowl feed on the lands south and

southwest of the basin. The possibility of introducing poison into the food

chain from lead based paints being scraped from the ships was mentioned.

This has in some cases been overcome by providing a net to catch the paint

chips.

Joseph T. Durkin, Marine Biologist with the National Marine Fisheries

Service supplied the following comnents. The F&WS reasons for denial are

not strong enough to support their position. Evidence might exist that just-
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ifies their denial, but he is not aware of it. He sees the only issues that

will affect fish life are the possibility of pollution and the ultiiiate dred-

ging of the basin. If adequate safeguards are taken, he doesn't see any

objections. He cited some areas where additional study is needed: the

possible loss of commercial cray fishing, the possibility of movement of

juvenile and adult salmons through this channel to and from Dig Creek, the

displacement of a sturgeon habitat and the value of this area for gill net

fishing. He mentioned that crude oul smothers fish life, but that it is less

dangerous than the refined oils which are highly toxic and contain persistent

hydrocarbons.

Conclusions:

After reviewing all of the material collected it is recommended that

this proposal be supported by CREST. It is hard to conceive of any,activity

of any magnitude taking place in the estuary without some element of risk.

In this case the risks seem manageable and the possibilities of damage seem

minimal and reversible. The benefits to the local economy and the State

School fund seem to clearly outweigh the risks of damage to the estuary.

The clearest danger presented by . this proposal is that of water pollu-

tion. Most of the concerns expressed by fish biologists are addressed in

the Coast Guard regulations. As a further precaution it is recommended that

the agreement with the DSL contain these additional provisions:

1) approval for this purpose does not presume approval for dredging.
No dredging of the basin shall be permitted without sufficient
study and review; and

2) should any scraping and painting occur while the ships are moored

at this site, provisions shall be made to capture and hold the chips
so that none enter the water.
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The proposal to store tankers at this site has raised another question

which, in the long run, may be more important. What is the ultimate best

use of this area, including the basin, Lois and Mott Islands and the level

portions of Tongue Point? These areas have been considered for some years

to be well suited for marine-industrial development. The lower Columbia

River Port Region Comprehensive Study
5/
 evaluated sites along the lower

Columbia River for maritime-related development. After considering a number

of physical, cultural and environmental factors, Tongue Point was determined

to rank high among potential sites and was considered to present only minor

limitations to port development. The study presently being conducted by

Arthur D. Little & Company for the Port of Astoria will shed more light on

the potential of this site for future maritime-related development. If such

a development is ever to come about, Lois and Mott Islands must be excluded

. from the refuge and placed in local public ownership. Perhaps the issue of

the tanker storage will focus attention on the long-range future of this area.



FOOTNOTES:

1/	 Refuge Use and Cooperative Agreement, Lewis and Clark National
Wildlife Refuge, Astoria, Oregon. Dated April 19, 1972, by and

between Clatsop County, and the U. S. Bureau of Sports Fisheries

and Wildlife.

2/	 Refuge U5e and Cooperative Agreement, Lewis and Clark National
Wildlife Refuge, Clatsop County, Oregon. Dated December 18, 1974,

by and between the State of Oregon (State Land Board) and the U.

S. fish and Wildlife Service.

Comments by John Findlay, Regional Director, Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife, from the minutes, State Ports Commission

Meeting, September 1, 1971.

4/	 Letter dated April 10, 1975 to Mr. Stanley F. Hamilton, P. E., Water-
way Manager Dividion of State Lands, from Edward J. Smith, Acting

Regional Director U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

5/	 Lower Columbia  River Port Region Comprehensive Study, Lower Columbia

River Region Task Force.
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